Theatre Review: ‘Murder, Vegas Style!’ at C**k ‘N’ Bull Restaurant
in Peddler’s Village
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It’s all fun and games until someone gets murdered! The Parrot Casino and Hotel, once beautiful and elegant, has
diminished to a cheesy bar lounge and is now under new management. With one of the new manager’s identity
being unknown, all the acts are baﬄed as to who will become the headline. One of the managers, Buddy (Dave
Piltz) being the slime ball is he, has decided to make the performers battle it out in a talent showcase to determine
who should stay and who should go….or die?
. . .not only do you get an incredible show, but amazing food as well…
The choices are very tough as you have the choose between Elvis, who was played by the charming and hilarious
David Micun, the rat pack crooner with the swoony voice, Ray (Neil Prussel), and the quirky featherbrained cocktail
waitress/singer/magician assistant/magician, Daphne (Emma Howard). Keeping them all in line is the sassy, smartmouthed, comical housekeeper, played by the talented Claudia Perry.
Advertisement
Though it seemed the entire performance was done by the seat of the actors’ pants and was occasionally sloppy,
the actors were so hilarious that in the end you didn’t ultimately care how out of control it got. Many times you would
look at your fellow dinner companion and they would agree that they had no clue what was going on, but it was
through tears of laughter.
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Daphne’s (Emma Howard) high-pitched squeaky voice and adorable Lucille Ball antics made the crowd fall in love
with her and ﬁght for her to be in the show. David Micun (Elvis) had the crowd rolling in their seats with his ridiculous
ad-libbing and traditional Elvis mannerisms. David Micun was so out of control amusing that he often made his
fellow cast mates break into laughter and stumble through their own lines. Dave Pilitz made Buddy so sleazy and
unliked that people were cheering for him to get the ax. Claudia Perry was very entertaining as the housekeeper and
made the simple role into a crowd favorite.
Running Time: Approximately 4 hours and 50 minutes no intermission (which includes cocktail hour, dinner and
dessert).
“Murder: Vegas Style” has ﬁnished its current run. “Death of an Idol” will begin January 7, 2017 in Peddler’s Pub at
The C**k ‘N’ Bull Restaurant in Lahaska. For more information click here.
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